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EDITORIAL
Welcome to the latest Australian Videocamera e-Magazine
Of all the stories we have posted over the years, very few have had as much interest as the
one included in this edition of DJI successfully flying a drone over Mt Everest.
Various comments have been made about it not being possible with a consumer grade
drone (in the story this one is detailed as being modified to suit), or that they won’t fly that
high (again it was modified to suit) or “how dare they fly in a national park?” (In Nepal they
are allowed to).
All that besides, it is still a hell of an effort and shows how far we have come in imaging
technology.
By way of interest, there must be something about Mt Everest that catches people’s attention as another story we did a few years back also garnered huge interest. That time it was
a crew who took a Sony F55 to the top of the world.
And we also had a documentary put together by Blackmagic Design - Everest

ney to the Top of the World

VR: Jour-

May all your journeys this week be far less stressful than these, but your visual story telling as
mighty!
As always, thanks for the support!
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You have received this as you have registered with Australian Videocamera, but I am more than happy of course for you to
forward it to any friends or acquaintances you think will get value from it. If they wish to sign up to get their own regular copy,
they can do so via the pop-up at www.australian-videocamera.com. If you no longer wish to receive this e-magazine, please
email me at david@auscamonline.com and nominate exactly which email gets the subscription. I'll remove it immediately.
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INDUSTRY
News From Around The Industry

Best Summer Road Trip

Each edition I publish stories and links
to stuff that has crossed my desk over
the preceding period I think may be
of interest to you. Sometimes there is
lots, sometimes very little.
If you have material you want the
wider world to know about, send it to
me via david@auscamonline.com

Red Giant Application Manager Discontinued
Red Giant Application Manager will
be shut down on October 31, 2022.
All licensing for Maxon products will
be managed through Maxon App
moving forward.
We will continuously work on improving Maxon App to deliver regular updates and feature improvements.
If you have concerns or questions
about these upcoming changes,
please contact Maxon Customer
Support or your Maxon reseller.
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NEWS

The easy-peasy formula for a movie

About 15 years ago I lived a dream
and drove "The World's Best Driving that makes millions
Road" from Davos in Switzerland to If you read this review by the GuardStelio in Italy.
ian, you’ll pick it up pretty quickly.
I suspect that this movie will have
This title was bestowed by the three
theatres booked out and he will
presenters at the time from Top
consequently make gazillions.
Gear - usually known as Clarkson
May and Hammond.
Sheer genius I say, and well, worthy
of Grytpype-Thynnne and Count
Jim Moriarty! A thoroughly fiendish
Now Nextbase, who make Dash- plan!
cams, are trying to find the best
See more here
Australian summer driving road.
And it was a blast.

You can vote for your choice here.
For what its worth, and I have driven
extensively all over Australia, I think
they have missed a few ...
Through the Jarrah and Karri forests
to start with near Pemberton.

XS Wireless Digital

An instant
connection.
Wireless means never missing the moment. It
means powering on and getting straight to work.
Be it a complication-free lavaliere for the oneperson video team, a wireless mic that’s up and
running right out of the bag, or something entirely
different—it’s a quick sync and you’re good to go.
Enter the world of wireless without the burden of a
complex setup.
An all new way to capture audio.
An instant connection.
www.sennheiser.com/xsw-d

CAMCORDER

Review: Canon EOS R3
My, how it has evolved. In 1989
Canon released the venerable –
some would say landmark – EOS 1,
a 35mm single lens reflex camera.
Then in 2001, everything changed
and the 1 became the 1D, a digital
version of the EOS 1, and it was still
a benchmark.

weighed almost as much as my
Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera 6K Pro WITH a Smallrig cage AND
an Aputure AL-M9 light attached!

The first thing you notice is that despite a magnesium alloy frame
and rubberized body, this camera
is weighty. My test model came
with a 50mm lens, and that combo

As you’d expect from a camera of
this stature and pedigree, image
stabilisation is built into the body
with, depending on the lens used,

Have no fear though, as the ergonomic wizards, realising this, put not
one but two hand grips on the R3
so that no matter you are holding it
In my particular field, motorsport, horizontally or vertically, there is suf1Ds were everywhere, and any- ficient holding power.
one who was a published rev head
Of course, the heart of any digital
snapper would own at least one.
camera is its sensor (some argue
Certainly with my Canon XL1 camand say it’s the glass baby, the
corder, I was the odd one out!
glass, but that’s another story). The
But now we have the Canon EOS EOS R3 has a full frame CMOS sensor
R3. So as a replacement – sort of – with 24.1 resolution. The image ratio
is standard 3:2 35mm and naturally,
for the 1D, how does it shape up?
all this is held together by the triedand-true Canon DIGIC X processor.
Description
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CAMCORDER

Review: Canon EOS R3 (cont'd)
up to 8 stops of shake.
Moving right along, we now look
at the autofocus options, and the
word that springs to mind is “impressive”. The Canon engineers have
really stepped up to the plate here
as along with all the other “normal”
AF functionality you’d expect, the
R3 sports an updated version of
a unique Canon piece of magic
called “Eye Control AF Technology”
which is a fancy pants way of saying that camera will focus where
you are looking.

one eye on the viewfinder and the
other looking out – along with the
tell-tale sound of tortured tyres – for
some mishap or other. With this new
technology, theoretically, you can
simply swing the camera toward
the source of the sound and never
have to refocus manually.
But in practice, Ross says in the field,
it is not yet totally reliable - and besides it would make it all too easy!

You can use the 3.2” LCD touch
screen for focus too. It’s a vari-angle
screen meaning it swivels and lifts
It was in the EOS 1D Mk3, but from allowing viewing from many angles.
a mate (Ross Gibb from Ross Gibb
Photography) who has both an 1D The rear of the body is amply popuMk3 and on the R3 he says it is vastly lated by buttons and dials for the
various control options, as is the top
improved.
of the camera, and the ergonomThe immediate scenario that springs ics are superb. Even with my curto mind for me harks back again rently somewhat gammy right wrist,
to my motorsport shooting. In that I could reach all controls easily withgame, you learn the ability to have out stress, and despite the weight
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THE LIGHTWEIGHT TRIPOD COMPANION
FOR SHOOTING VIDEOS AND PHOTOS

Genuine fluid head pan & tilt technology
Perfect for DSLR cameras up to 5 kg/11 lbs
Compact, lightweight and versatile

Premium quality, 10-year lifespan
First Look: Pluto Trigger

Solidly built for rugged outdoor shooting conditions
Proudly made in Australia from the creators of the fluid head

www.millertripods.com
twitter.com/millertripods

facebook.com/millertripods

CAMCORDER

Review: Canon EOS R3 (cont'd)
of the R3, it actually doesn’t FEEL
heavy in operation.
The Canon EOS R3 also doubles up
as an impressive communications device. Built in is

You can shoot in either JPG, HEIF
or RAW at up to 12 fps mechanical and 30 fps electronic, with ISO
speeds from 100 to 102,400 and you
have 24.1 megapixels to play with
allowing up to 6000 x 4000 pixel
images in RAW mode.
If you are into the video
side, there is also HDMI and
3.5mm headphone and mic
jacks. Shooting is possible in
6K at 60p, 4K at 120p and full
HS at 120p.

802.11ac Wi-fi, Bluetooth 5, USB C, ethernet and even a GPS.
Ross Gibb tells me that in a real
situation, using the app (Android,
iPhone or iPad) is all you need to
get the images off the CFAST / SD
cards (there are two slots).
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Canon says battery life
should be good for up to 800
shots which is certainly impressive
in itself. In video mode, this would
very much depend on the shooting
mode used of course.

Image Quality
In a word, brilliant. Cannot fault it.
That is all there is to say about that.
And that’s why, if you are a pro,

you’d buy this camera. Because
make no bones, unless you are an
amateur with a lazy $8.5K hanging
around, that is who this camera is
aimed at. The person that doesn’t
look at the price per se, but at the
whole package of image quality,
reliability, functionality and ergonomics.
Whilst I was not there (sadly) I can
think of no better test of a camera
of this calibre than in its natural habitat; the conditions at the Bathurst
1000 last weekend were brutal, with
rain, mud and everything else you
can think off thrown at the photographers. And yet Ross Gibbs’ EOS
R3 (he uses L series lenses with an
adaptor) he says, performed without missing a beat.
That is testament in itself methinks.
Image Right: Taken on Canon EOS
R3 at the Bathurst 1000. Courtesy
Ross Gibb Photography.

TUTORIAL

Announced: Sony ZV-F1 Vlogging Camera
Sony today announced the new
vlog camera ZV-1F Packed with
creative power, easy-to-use vlogging functions, advanced connectivity, and eco-friendly features, it is the new go-to camera
for vloggers and creators who
want to capture stunning stills
and video.
The pocket-size camera has been
optimised for vlogging with Sony’s
latest technology to make content
stand out.
ZV-1F key features:
• Fixed ultra wide-angle 20 mm[1]0
prime lens

age stabilisation when shooting
video[3]

Zoom[4] functionality

• Clear voice recording with
• Background bokeh and Face
•
Creative
Look
presets
for
ulti3-capsule mic and wind screen
priority AE
mate visual expression
• 4K 30p /FHD 120p
• Skin tone optimisation including
•
Slow
motion
and
quick
motion
Soft Skin Effect
• Easy smartphone connection to
options to enhance creativity
transfer content for social plat• High precision focusing and Eye
•
Product
Showcase
Setting
for
forms
AF for both humans and aniproduct
reviews
mals[2]
• Eco-friendly features for reduced
•
Enhanced
touchscreen
feaenvironmental impact
• Active Mode (electronic) imtures with Touch Zoom and Step
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TUTORIAL

Announced: Sony ZV-F1 Vlogging Camera
“We are certainly living in an exciting age of video creation, and with
video-first content creators in mind,
the ZV family of cameras was born
in 2020”, said Jun Yoon, Head of
Digital Imaging, Sony Australia and
New Zealand. “The ZV-1F is the third
member of the ZV family and while
it shares many commonalities with
the ZV-1 and ZV-E10, it also introduces a list of new features, such as
an ultra-wide 20mm F2.0 prime lens
and touchscreen. We can’t wait to
see the new content made with the
newest ZV family member”

ject or create a softer look.

when walking.

Skin tone is optimised for both video
and stills with a ‘Soft Skin Effect’ option that smooths and reduces wrinkles when shooting video and creates a natural skin tone effect for
stills. Face Priority AE automatically
adjusts the brightness when shooting so that faces can be captured
with optimal brightness, even in situations where the light changes.

The newly available Creative Look
function gives users several preset
options to create desired atmospheres in both stills and video with
differences in tone, brightness, colour depth and more. A total of 10
modes are available to enhance
creativity and allows users to share
content immediately with no need
for editing.

The ZV-1F also boasts high precision focusing and Eye AF for both
humans and animals which allows
the autofocus to fix tenaciously on
the face and eyes without getting
Boost Your Creative Power
The ZV-1F has been designed to let diverted by other subjects. Users
the subject shine in any scene with can easily change subjects via the
an ultra-wide 20mm prime lens for camera’s touchscreen.
wide field of view to capture more What’s more, when shooting video,
background. The ZV-1F also offers image stabilisation is available in
background bokeh in both stills and Active Mode[5] (electronic) to envideo to further highlight the sub- sure footage is steady and smooth

The ZV-1F also features S&Q mode[6]
to shoot in both slow motion at 5 x
slower speed[7] and quick motion
at 60 x faster[8] hyper lapse speed
to achieve a desired effect.
In addition to stills and video, highquality sound is vital to capture perfect content.
Read the complete release information here
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SOFTWARE
Create the "Inception" Effect
If you own a drone like those put out
by DJI, you might have wondered
how to create that "Inception" effect.
Here's one way.
Click here for the tutorial

DRONE / Ae
Ae
A 2001: A Space Odyssey Stargate
2001: A Space Odyssey is by far and
away my favourite film. And I found
an After Effects project to make the
famed Stargate. There is even a project file you can download..
See it here
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TUTORIALS
Inception still image
In the movie there was also the inception still shot. This curves the horizon up
and away from you - this is also useful for creating the inside of a circular
space station for example.
Click here to see the tutorial

Ps
R E S O LV E
Basic DaVinci Resolve Tutorial
If you are starting out with video editing, or want to have a quick try
and compare it to your existing editor, then this tutorial will get you up
and running in around 15 minutes.
Click here to access .
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DRONES/ACTION CAMS

DJI Mavic 3 Flies Over Mt Everest

The environment of Mt Everest
is complex and changes fast.
DJI engineers made the theoretical
calculations about what it would
take to fly from the summit and
adapted a Mavic 3 to be able to
handle the harsh conditions. But
would actually work?
The 8K raw team reached the sum-
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mit and became the first climbers
to launch a drone from the top of
Everest.
DJI Mavic 3 captured the beauty
of this awe-inspiring peak and its
surroundings from 9232 m (30289
feet). DJI engineers are already
putting the collected data to use
on development of future drone
technology.

YuanZong Wang
Founder of 8K raw
“With Mavic 3 which is light small
and reliable we saw Everest with
a new perspective. I am beyond
grateful to the mountain for accepting us.”
To see the actual video, please
click here.

TECHNIQUE

PULSE - A Masterclass in Video Production

To this day, that concert to me, is concert, but any sort of production.
the epitome of a live production;
By the way, the guitar break in the
simply it is masterful.
song Comfortably Numb was voted
I hate to think how many cameras as the best guitar solo ever. If you
were employed and how much want to see / hear it, start the clip at
editing had to be done - the sheer around 1:17:24
Whilst there, he played me a DVD size of the project is staggering. The
Click here to see the full video.
on his new stereo VCR, and I was lighting alone is worth the watch.
gobsmacked. That DVD was Pulse
by Pink Floyd, a live concert at Earls Pulse is a Master Class on putting
together not just a music video or
Court in London.

Back in the early 2000’s I had
flown back to WA from my then
base on the Northern Beaches
of Sydney to catch up with my
younger brother for some event
or other.
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TUTORIAL

We all fastidiously look after our
equipment making sure it is kept
dry and clean, lenses checked for
dust spots, tripod mechanisms
kept oiled or greased, drones
regularly checked for any fractures or loose props and gimbals
locked and put away after use..

But I wonder how many people as
religiously check that all hardware
updates are kept up to date?
This morning I decided to do a
quick audit of my gear and found
that in total I had no less than 27
devices that used a firmware update system in some form or another, and 12 of these were out of
date.

Batteries are kept in good condition, SD cards and portable drives
Upon checking further, some of
regularly checked for errors and
these updates were declared as
reformatted – the list goes on and
“critical” by the manufacturer…
on.
So there goes my afternoon!
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Next is to check what software updates I
might need to employ.

